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Tracing direct and sequential two-photon double ionization of D2 in femtosecond
extreme-ultraviolet laser pulses
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Two-photon double ionization (TPDI) of D2 is studied for 38-eV photons at the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg
(FLASH). Based on model calculations, instantaneous and sequential absorption pathways are identified as
separated peaks in the measured D+ + D+ fragment kinetic energy release (KER) spectra. The instantaneous
process appears at high KER, corresponding to ionization at the molecule’s equilibrium distance, in contrast to
sequential ionization mainly leading to low-KER contributions. Measured fragment angular distributions are in
good agreement with theory.
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Two-photon double ionization (TPDI), that is, the interaction of two photons with two electrons, is among the
most fundamental nonlinear processes in atomic [1–8] and
molecular [9–12] physics. It is, thus, considered a benchmark
reaction to advance nonlinear theories and to explore electronelectron correlations in atoms as well as the coupling between
electronic and nuclear motion in molecules beyond the BornOppenheimer approximation (BOA). Sparked by experiments
that have become feasible at intense high harmonics (see, e.g.,
[5,6,9]) or ultrabright, free electron laser (FEL) sources such as
the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) (see, e.g., [7,8])
and puzzled by the intriguing challenges in predicting the
removal of two electrons from He, theoretical interest has
just exploded (see. e.g., [1–4] and references therein). Initial
attempts to calculate TPDI of molecules [11,12] have been
published very recently, which, because of the extreme computational demands, are based on the fixed-nuclei approximation.
As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 for the D2 molecule,
two different basic TPDI pathways have been discussed in
the literature. For “sequential ionization” (SI) the photons
(purple arrows in Fig. 1) are assumed to be absorbed via
an intermediate stationary state of the ion (assumed to be
the 1sσg ground state of D2 + ) in two steps, which might be
traced in time as indicated by the horizontal arrow. In the
direct or “nonsequential ionization” (NSI) channel instead,
both photons are absorbed simultaneously through a virtual
intermediate state as indicated by the left vertical arrows
in Fig. 1. Despite tremendous theoretical efforts, questions
on the direct ionization of the two He electrons by two
photons are not yet settled, not even on the level of total cross
sections [4].
On the experimental side as well, the accuracy of total cross
section measurements for TPDI has been questioned, since
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either the statistical significance was weak or, for the FLASH
measurements, the intensity of the VUV pulse is not well
known due to the uncontrolled time structure of the pulses,
emerging from the noise in the self-amplified spontaneous
emission (SASE) process. Moreover, in cases where both,
SI and NSI are energetically allowed, it was not possible to
trace both reactions. For two-photon ionization of H2 /D2 there
exists, to the best of our knowledge, only one experiment [9].
It was found that the production of energetic protons and
deuterons proceeds dominantly through two-photon abovethreshold ionization but the available intensity was too low
(3 × 1012 W/cm2 , 42 eV) for TPDI to be observed.
In this Rapid Communication we demonstrate a method to
identify SI and NSI contributions for TPDI of D2 at 38 eV using
a reaction microscope (REMI) [13] to measure the complete
fragment-ion momenta. Exploiting the molecule’s internal
nuclear dynamics (i.e., launching a nuclear wave packet in D2 +
by the absorption of the first photon; see Fig. 1), we are able
to trace SI and NSI contributions via an indirect femtosecond
time measurement encoded in the kinetic energy release (KER)
spectra for the D+ + D+ final state. Whereas the direct channel
ends at a high energy on the 1/R repulsive Coulomb potential
curve (where R is the internuclear separation), namely at the
equilibrium distance of the neutral molecule, leading to large
KERs, sequential ionization, especially from the 1sσg ground
state, might result in quite low fragment energies depending
on the internuclear separation (i.e., on the time when the
second photon was absorbed). Comparing the experimental
results to calculations on different levels of approximation
we can extract the relative contribution of direct and SI
channels, respectively. We further explore the R-dependent
ionization probability of D2 + in higher vibrational states,
study anisotropies in the fragment-ion angular distributions
©2010 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. (Color online) KER spectrum of noncoincident
D+ fragments taken under an emission angle of 90◦ ± 5◦ with respect
to the light polarization axis (i.e., for final  symmetry).

FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the dominant dissociative
pathways for single and double ionization of D2 and experimental
KER spectrum for coincident D+ + D+ fragments created by TPDI
via direct and sequential pathways. Depending on the time (horizontal
arrow) when the second photon is absorbed after single ionization,
the repulsive 1/R curve is populated at different R, leading to
time-dependent KERs and allowing for the separation of SI and NSI
pathways. The gray band indicates doubly excited states Q2 in  and
 symmetries. The Franck-Condon regime is indicated as a vertical
shaded band.

(FIADs) for direct and sequential double ionizations, and
obtain information on absorption alignment.
In brief, the REMI was installed at the unfocused beam line
BL 3 at FLASH [14]. The FEL light first propagates through
the main chamber and, then, is focused back onto the target
in the REMI by a multilayer focusing mirror mounted behind
the main chamber. The mirror has a reflectivity of 40%, being
sharply peaked around 38 eV such that higher order harmonic
radiation from the FEL is efficiently suppressed to a negligibly
low level. Reaching a focus diameter of ∼10 µm and having
single pulse energies of a few microjoules at a pulse duration
of ∼30 fs, peak intensities of I ∼
= 1013 –1014 W/cm2 were
reached at a photon energy of 38 ± 0.5 eV. The focused light
beam intersected a well-collimated (0.5-mm diameter) and
intrinsically cold supersonic molecular D2 gas jet propagating
transverse to the photon beam direction with densities of
up to 1010 molecules/cm3 . Ionic fragments were projected
by means of an electric field (40 V/cm) onto a time- and
position-sensitive microchannel plate detector (with a diameter
of 120 mm, position resolution of 0.1 mm, and delay-line
read-out). From the measured TOF and position of each
individual fragment the initial three-dimensional momentum
vectors were reconstructed. The energy resolution in the KER
spectra is better than 100 meV for all fragment energies
detected.
In order to gain insight into the various one-photon
absorption processes, the KER spectrum for noncoincident
D+ fragments, reflecting dissociative channels of D2 + , is
shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with theoretical ab initio
results using the time-dependent method of [15]. Only
fragments emitted perpendicular to the polarization direction
(θ = 90◦ ± 5◦ ) are considered here. In excellent agreement
with the calculations and previous measurements for one-

photon single ionization [16,17] all relevant fragmentation
pathways, such as ground-state dissociation (maximum at
EKER = 0), dissociation via the 2pπu channel (EKER ≈ 9 eV),
as well as contributions and interferences involving the decay
of doubly excited (Q2) states [18], are very well resolved
(Fig. 2). In this context it is important to mention that in
agreement with both theory and experiment (not shown here),
one-photon absorption results with 95% probability in the
formation of vibrationally excited D2 + molecular ions in the
1sσg ground state. Based on this observation we assume the
1sσg state to be exclusively populated in the first step of
sequential TPDI.
We calculate the total SI probability PSIKER to a specific
KER as a sum over products of one-electron probabilities

PSIKER = v P1v · P2v,KER associated with the two steps (1)
D2 (νi = 0) → D2 + (ν) + e and (2) D2 + (ν) → D+ + D+ + e,
where, in the BOA,

 
  D + (1sσg )+e

v
P1 ∝  iD2 (r, R)D el 2
(r, R) r
2

D + (1sσg )
2
× χvDi =0
(R) χv 2
(R) dR  ,

  D + (1sσg )
  + +

P2v,KER ∝  el 2
(r, R)D elD +D +e (r, R) r
×
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dR  .

D is the transition operator for one-photon absorption,
+
iD2 is the initial electronic state of D2 , elD2 (1sσ )+e is
the electronic continuum state of D2 + produced after the
D+ +D+ +e
is the electronic
absorption of the first photon, el
continuum state after the absorption of the second photon;
+
D+ +D+
2
χvDi =0
, χvD2 (1sσ ) , and χKER
are the associated vibrational
(dissociative) states; r denotes all electronic coordinates and
integration over those is indicated using the usual bracket
notation. Integration with respect to the internuclear distance
R is explicitly indicated. In this model we are assuming that
the two electrons are emitted independently from each other
and, consequently, that the time between the two ionization
events is infinite (which is reasonable since our pulse duration
is larger than a round-trip time of any vibrational wave packet
that might be created in the first step). In order to obtain deeper
insight into the process we have evaluated these expressions
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FIG. 3. (Color online) FIAD and KER spectra for coincident
D+ + D+ fragments. (a) Angular distribution of the fragments
[cos(θ )] as a function of the KER; (b) experimental KER spectrum
integrated over | cos(θ)| < 0.8 compared to calculations in the nonFCA and FCA; (c) experimental and theoretical β2 values as a
function of the KER.

by either assuming that the dipole matrix elements do not
change with R (what we will later call the Franck-Condon
approximation, FCA) or taking explicitly into account their R
dependence (the non-FCA).
Similarly, one could also calculate the NSI probability as

  D

 + +

KER
PNSI ∝  i 2 (r, R)D (2) elD +D +e (r, R) r
2

D2
D+ +D+
× χvi =0
(R)χKER
(R)dR  ,

where D (2) is the transition operator for two-photon absorption. Since evaluation of the R dependence of the integral
involving the latter operator is prohibitively expensive [12],
this probability has been exclusively evaluated within the FCA.
Since the calculations do not provide the absolute values of
the SI and NSI probabilities, the total probability has been
KER
obtained by fitting aPSIKER + bPNSI
(where the ratio a/b
represents one effective free parameter independent of the
KER) to the experimental KER spectra in Fig. 3(b). In doing
so we are assuming that the SI and NSI processes do not
interfere.
In Fig. 3(a), KER spectra for coincident D+ + D+ fragments
are presented as a function of cos(θ ), that is, the fragment’s
emission angle relative to the light polarization axis. The
angular integrated KER spectrum together with calculations is
plotted in Fig. 3(b). Since some uncertainties due to the dead
time of the detector system cannot be excluded at small angles,
the integration for the data in Fig. 3(b) extends from cos(θ ) =
−0.8 to 0.8. Two clear peaks are visible in the experimental
data, one at high KERs between about 16 and 24 eV and a
low-energy part extending from ∼5 to ∼15 eV. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, this KER range corresponds to internuclear distances
R between ∼1.3 a.u., the minimum value within the FC regime,

and R ∼ 6 a.u., which can only be reached via ground-state
dissociation of the 1sσg states. As discussed before, we neglect
effects <5% that might be due to excitation into the Q2 band
as well as to the 2pπu and the 2pσu states. Also plotted in
Fig. 3(b) are the results of our model calculations for the
non-FC approximation (i.e., by taking realistic R-dependent
ionization probabilities into account as well as for the FCA,
assuming constant ionization cross sections as a function of R).
It can be seen that neither the SI nor the NSI, when considered
separately, can reproduce the observed peaks and their relative
heights. For the intensities used in the experiment, the correct
relative heights can only be obtained if both processes
contribute in the high-energy region of the KER spectrum,
irrespective of whether they interfere or not. In both the non-FC
and FC approximations, the sequential ionization contributes
strongly to the low-energy part, displaying a clear peak that
largely coincides with the experimental one. Some differences
between the two calculations are visible at higher KERs, where
the flux obtained within the non-FCA is slightly larger and
located at somewhat higher energies than for the FCA. On the
basis of the calculations and by inspecting the contributions
of different vibrational levels to the spectra (not shown here)
an interpretation of our observations is straightforward. We
find that the largest contribution to SI originates from the
v = 2 state followed by those with v = 1 and v = 3, just
reflecting the initial distribution after the absorption of the first
photon. The slightly different KER position of the low-energy
maximum in the two calculations indicates small differences
in the population of vibrational states due to the R-dependent
ionization probability in the non-FCA.
Thus, the calculations lead to a straightforward interpretation of the low-energy peak: A set of vibrational levels are
excited on the 1sσg potential curve of the D2 + molecule after
absorption of the first photon. Sequentially, if infinite time
in the calculations is assumed, a second photon is absorbed,
projecting the corresponding R distribution onto the repulsive
1/R potential curve such that the two maxima simply represent
the inner and outer turning points of the corresponding
vibrational states where the time-averaged density distribution
of the states is largest. Since ionization at small R is less
likely (because the FC overlap between intermediate and final
vibrational states is smaller near the inner classical turning
point), the maximum at the high-energy part of the KER
spectrum is slightly lower. As the length of the FEL pulse
is estimated to be about 30 fs and a wave packet launched in
the FC regime would travel to the outer turning point within
about 10–12 fs, the time-independent approach, under the
assumption that all R on the 1sσg surface are equally populated,
seems to be well justified.
It is very obvious, however, that sequential ionization alone
cannot explain the experimental high-energy peak in the KER
spectrum. To explain this contribution at EKER = 18.5 eV,
direct TPDI, where the nuclear wave packet has not moved
significantly, is needed in both model calculations [dash-dotted
line in Fig. 3(b)]. This provides clear evidence that we do
observe experimentally both the direct and the sequential TPDI
channels simultaneously and can distinguish between both
pathways through an indirect time measurement exploiting the
femtosecond nuclear motion. In particular, fragments with low
KERs can only be created via the sequential absorption of two
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photons projecting the D2 + vibrational states created by the
first photon onto the repulsive 1/R curve at large internuclear
distances.
Several aspects should be kept in mind when comparing
the results of the model with experiment: (i) The present calculations add the contributions of both channels incoherently,
thus possible interference between both channels is neglected.
Similar interference effects were recently predicted to occur in
three EUV-photon absorption processes [19]. (ii) The experimental pulse duration is limited to about two round trips of
the vibrational wave packet that is launched by the absorption
of the first photon such that time-dependent effects, not yet
implemented into the calculations, might occur. (iii) We cannot
exclude additional experimental effects due to the essentially
unknown pulse structure of the FEL, which, depending on the
specific settings of the FEL, could change even during a single
experimental campaign. Measuring the KER distributions in
two different beam times we always find two peaks, but with
different relative weights, most likely due to the different actual
pulse durations and peak intensities achieved.
Finally, we also inspect the fragment-ion angular distributions. These can be characterized by a multipole exσ0
pansion in terms of Legendre polynomials, ddσ = 4π
[1+

β
P
(cos
θ
)],
where
n
is
the
number
of
absorbed
2i
2i
i=1,...,n
photons and β2i are the asymmetry parameters. FIADs for
the coincident D+ + D+ fragments have been extracted at
selected KERs by integrating events within ±1.5 eV around
the respective central value. The corresponding experimental
β2 values from fits together with calculations are presented
in Fig. 3(c). The latter have been obtained within the
sequential model by assuming a random orientation of the
+
D
the first ionization step, that is, β2 =
 after
2 (v)v produced
v
v P1 β2 (v)/
v P1 , where β2 (v) is the asymmetry parameter
of D2 + in the vibrational states v. Good agreement between
theory and experiment is found. Surprisingly, the agreement is
also good at high KER where direct ionization, not taken into
account in the present calculations, significantly contributes,

thus indicating a possible isotropic FIAD for this process.
The fragments in between the two peaks display a slightly
more pronounced anisotropic angular distribution, β2 = −1.0,
hinting on an increased contribution of  symmetry. Finally,
within the experimental uncertainties, we do not observe
obvious quadrupole contributions (β4 ) to the FIADs induced
by two-photon absorption.
In summary, two-photon double ionization of D2 at 38-eV
photon energy has been explored by inspecting fragmention angular distributions and kinetic energy releases in the
D+ + D+ final channel. We demonstrate that the KER spectra
encode the time in between the absorption of the two photons
through the internal molecular dynamics, enabling us to
distinguish between sequential and direct absorption pathways
and thus quantifying their relative contribution. Finally, the
FIADs are inspected and show distinct differences for the SI
and NSI, being in reasonable agreement with the theoretical
prediction for sequential ionization.
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